
L� Vach� Qu� Suiss� Men�
Diesterstraat 24, Hasselt, Belgium

+3211231505 - http://www.lavachequisuisse.be

Here you can find the menu of La Vache Qui Suisse in Hasselt. At the moment, there are 15 dishes and drinks
on the menu. You can inquire about seasonal or weekly deals via phone. What User likes about La Vache Qui

Suisse:
The combination cheese and meat cabin was delicious, a lot of choice for greens. We served well and never got
too short. Top! This was the first, but definitely not the last time. read more. In pleasant weather you can even be

served in the outdoor area, And into the accessible spaces also come guests with wheelchairs or physical
disabilities. What Tom Verschueren doesn't like about La Vache Qui Suisse:

Nice cheese fund. Salad bar isn't top, salad from bags and not freshly cut daily. The case's view of the case is
dated anyway, and it's allowed to have a refreshment. Pretty pricey per person, but you also know that in front of

the possibilities online. read more. In Switzerland it's not just about the snow, but also a hearty and crispy
portion of Rösti or a fine fondue - with or without cheese that you can find at La Vache Qui Suisse, The sugar-
sweet desserts of the restaurant also shine not only in the eyes of our little guests. There are also delicious

menus typical for Europe, In addition, the drinks menu that is offered in this established eatery is impressive. It
offers a wide assortment of beers from the region and the whole world.
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Alcoholi� Drink�
WHITE WINE

Mai� course�
SIDE SALAD

Past� � Verdur� a� forn�
PATATE AL FORNO

Antipast�
SVIZZERA

Fondu� Cookin� Style�
BOURGUIGNONNE

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
SALAD

PORK CHOP

Restauran� Categor�
DESSERT

BAR

FRENCH

Ingredient� Use�
CHEESE

MEAT

BEEF

CHICKEN

PORK MEAT
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